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• Scope: “researchers who create and use the data, and [...] professionals who support them”.

• The objective is the discussion and promotion of training/education on handling of research data, at all levels. Concretely the case for elaborating reference models to:
  – enable the setting of quality standards for appropriate education and training programmes aimed at researchers and the professionals that support them, at all career stages;
  – encourage the recognition of these standards
Interest group in research data training and education

• Representing also the interest of standards: EuroCRIS (which has links to CASRAI, VIVO and other standardization initiatives)

• Interest in assembling a large, inclusive CSA proposal covering data scientists but also the “supporting professions”.
  – at the University level but also lifelong learning.
Current proposers

- Theresa Attwood, University of Manchester
- David Baker, CASRAI, dbaker@casrai.org
- Lukasz Bolikowski, Centre for Open Science, ICM, University of Warsaw,
- Valerie Brasse, IS4RI
- Pablo de Castro, GrandIR
- Anna Clements, University of St Andrews Library
- Jez Cope, University of Bath
- Andrew Cox, University of Sheffield
- Joy Davidson, Digital Curation Centre, University of Glasgow,
- Stéphane Goldstein, RIN
- Keith Jeffery
- Nikos Manouselis, AgroKnow Technologies
- Mahesh Pancholi, Queen Mary University of London
- Andi Rauber, Technical University of Vienna
- Seamus Ross, University of Toronto
- Imma Subirats, FAO of the United Nations,
- Martha Whitehead, Research Data Canada
- Rene van Horik, DANS
- ...and open to everybody!